
Deeside Gliding Club Committee Meeting  

15th November 2021 

     

Present:  Mark Recht, Brian Crouch, Stephen Whybrow, Tim Martin, Iain McDonald, David Innes, Roy Wilson, 

Steve Kenyon-Roberts, Graham Holloway, Richard Brooker 

 

Agenda 

1. Approval of previous meeting minutes and matters arising. 

2. Safety officer report and safety issues. 

3. Individual reports from Committee members 

4. Applications for membership 

5. Junior development report 

6. AOB 

7. Date for next meeting 

 

 

1. Apologies 

None 

 

2. Matters Arising and New Actions 

Minutes of the meeting held on 20th September – updated with comment from David re pilot safety update of 

leaflets. 

Retrieve Vehicles Radios - 2 x ground-ground radios to be bought for trucks.  

Suitable radio’s identified, to be bought when back in UK..   
Mark 

Tail-Lifting Device - Copy design of 3D device?  To be drawn up and taken to 

a local blacksmiths for fabrication. 
Stephen 

Landing Fees – Fees will be reviewed as part of wider prices review. Rules to be 

published with updated prices. 
Stephen/Mark 

Members Handbook – republish.   Mark 

Ops Manual.  To be issued. safety update required. Brian 

Potholes: Waiting on more tarmac to be able to finish.  Stephen 



Fire Extinguisher Training. Arrange    Brian 

New member mentoring scheme.. Progress this.   Mark 

First Aid/Trauma Training:  Arrange for further first aid training and 

specifically how to deal with trauma casualties 
  Brian 

Bar Licence:  Investigate what it would take to change the licence conditions 

(opening time and outdoor consumption). 
  Steve 

Group training of new members:  To be equivalent of a Tuesday or 

Wednesday evening.  Alternative is a dedicated day for 2 people, 1 glider, 1 

instructor.  Tim to approach new members and organise. 

  David/Tim 

Strimmer:  Roy to try to repair, but failing that, replace with a quality 

machine.  To be completed mid-winter. 
Roy/Brian 

Oxygen Trailers:  Dave Moore to build new boxes to replace rotten timbers.  

Need to be moved to the blister hangar. 
Dave M 

Tea/Coffee charges:  Communicate that duty crew will be provided with free 

tea and coffee 
Mark 

Club Charges:  Carry out a general review of prices after the wave season as 

part of new budget. 
Stephen/Mark 



New Actions from 20th August  

Morning Briefings:  Ensure morning briefings emphasise risk of cloud closing 

and dark.  

Instructors 

Pilot Limitations:  Write limitations in log book.  Instructors 

Training Courses:  Organise/allow 1 and 5 day courses. ?Tim/David 

Training Courses:  Talk to Colin S to find out what he was suggesting with 

using BI’s to run 1 day courses.  
David 

Duty rota:  Replace assistant duty pilot role with a “Log Keeper” role.  Gives a 

tangible role for new members, allows them to get to know people, the log-

keeper will still absorb key lessons. 

Mark to 

communicate, 

Ewan to action 

Duty Rota:  Put all solo pilots on the duty pilot rota, and make it mandatory if 

they are not contributing in another way.  

Mark to 

communicate, 

Ewan to action 

Member Involvement/Volunteers:  Ask members what they’d like to do 

and/or give them clear jobs or roles so they can get involved.  Use the Jobs list 

to do that.  

Richard 

Instructor Refresher courses:  Arrange refresher courses for Dave Ellis and 

Geoff Palmer. 
David 

Medical/Fitness Guidelines:  Align the wording on drugs with CAA restrictions 

(the draft would prohibit CAA approved prescription drugs).   
David 

Medical/Fitness Guidelines:  Reiterate to instructors that if they don’t feel safe 

flying with someone, they don’t have to fly 
David 

Medical/Fitness Guidelines:  A review of the revised guidance by renewing 

members to be made part of membership renewals  
Stephen 

Ground Training: hold a Zoom training for ground handling David 

Bar License: Progress the variation to change the licenced opening hours etc. Steve 

Tuck Shop:  Talk to Dylan – does he want to continue or to hand off 

responsibility for stock to Alistair Tong.  
Steve 

Jobs List:  Circulate list to members after receiving Gordons feedback.  Richard 

Wooden Workshop:  Tell Glen he can tidy it if he’s concerned.    Richard 

Tractor Tyres:  Ask Glen to sort out new Tyres Richard 

Old Pool Table:  Ask neighbour if he’d like to take it away Steve 



Expedition:  Contact Phil Penrose to coordinate expeditions with HGC Steve 

  

 

3. Safety Officer Report 

Incidents  

We have had a number of incident reports since the last meeting.  

Thankfully most were relatively minor.   Was good to see a marked reduction in the number of visitor 

incidents. We are obviously getting it right and this needs to be carried forward to next year. 

1     Same pilot,  two ground loops on landing  

2    Wheel up landing  

3    Person signed as country member and able to fly our aircraft  almost causing major incident (quickly 

Resolved)   

4    Cirrus  Incident- Been unable to report to BGA due to lack of cooperation by pilot 

5     Puchacz tailwheel /Rudder incident  report submitted to BGA  

6     Discus being retrieved ran into tyre on the ground at launchpoint! 

Discussion:  the discus ground incident was a lack of attention by the experienced pilot.  We need to ensure 

visitor protocols are carried into next years wave season, but no immediate action arises. 

As per last report while we are now getting slightly more incidents reported however this is by a small number 

of members. there is not enough to identify specific patterns. All incidents are dealt with individually. 

Incident reports from DCFI as acting safety officer… 

Visitors - we had one who hadn’t flown here before, zero wave experience, professional pilot, with his new to 

him flapped glider, his first 2 landings after requested site check ended in major ground loops, Roy W inter-

viewed and found reason was use of full flaps, which on that AC  limited aileron authority.  

Heavy Landing?/gear retracted on landing- Club pilot eventually (4 ish weeks late) reported directly to BGA 

without including Club Safety officer, nor including any witness statements.  He was made aware of the need 

to go through the club on several occasions.   

Discussion:  In conversation, the pilot stated that he had been asked by his insurance to not discuss widely, 

hence the lack of co-operation.  To be further discussed, safety officer looks forward to receiving a report.   



Visiting glider took off airbrakes unlocked (I was towing, fortunately in Pawnee)  

Airspace incursions. Only one caught by Aberdeen Radar to my knowledge - Call received at clubhouse  

Discussion:  Radio call made to pilot who was caught above cloud.  He was advised to call Radar for entry to 

airspace to allow descent clear of cloud.  Another incident of a junior also caught out by cloud closing below.  

We must be on top of supervision – any infringement when supervised by instructor is responsibility of in-

structor.  When there is risk of cloud closing, this needs to be clear in briefings, with instruction not to de-

scend in cloud.  Also brief/emphasise risk of staying airborne too late – it can be light at altitude, dark on the 

ground. 

Action:  Ensure morning briefings emphasise risk of cloud closing and dark.   Instructors 

Low, slow, zero brake approach into a very strong wind by recently joined country member. Tech officer 

and DCFI were convinced we would lose the Puchacz, Only luck and absence of sink saved the aircraft. 

Pilot did not consider any alternative than to land on 27S.We and he were very lucky... Guidelines for Country 

members to avoid a repeat.    

It should be noted that the individual was sent solo but no limitations about seeking a further checkflight if 

weather was worse etc were in his logbook, nor shared by other means.  He did not inform the authorising 

instructor of this limitation. Write it DOWN!!! 

Discussion: The pilot had been given a limitation, but it was not communicated.   

Action.  Write limitations in log book.        Instructors 

 ICY heavy landing -  Discussed with Instructor and via email with pilot handling.  

Obliged to suspend Instructor rating, Spoke to Colin Sword and sent a "recovery plan" to  Colin and GH to 

restore said rating. Started that on Saturday, Its hard work flying badly not blatantly badly.   

Discovered that the handling pilot had flown at least once (believed twice) in his absence from Aboyne, in a 

more sluggish glider, (K21) in rough conditions.  Concern about handling pilot awareness  

Other club infomed of this incident.   

Vehicles and Caravans  

These references have now been handed over to Richard Brooker  

Covid  19 

The number of cases remains worryingly high.   Aberdeenshire has the highest infection numbers in Scotland.  

We need to ensure we don’t get complacent.  

Although there are no levels of restrictions we still need have  some protection measures in place.  

The number of cases needs to be monitored and a decision to change operations/ cease trial flights taken if 

the risk gets much higher. 



Airfield Maintenance 

Has there been an opportunity to look at existing strimmer? 

Oxygen Carts 

The woodwork on the carts is very poor and is ready to collapse on to someone. We need to look to get the 

carts inside now main use past, ideally repairs carried out. 

Trauma care  

Due to family issues/Operation I have not been able to carry out the proposed Trauma and Fire Extinguisher 

training. I am conscious this needs to be progressed. 

Was recently contacted by new BGA safety person various questions were posed to clubs on emergency 

procedures we came out of it very well. 

Currently reviewing and updating Fire Risk Assessments.  Have made arrangements for Relm fire and safety to 

carry out annual fire alarm tests. 

Fire Extinguishers to be serviced in next couple of weeks. 

  



4.0 Treasurers Report 

Trial flights 

These still continue to sell, and there are still 240 to do. 

Wave season 

We achieved 617 launches with an income over the period of about £30,500 (compared to 838 launches and 

£37,300 for 2019). Thanks to the good work of all involved in logging the flights, and filling in the missing 

information at the end of the day, we appear to missed just one launch. 

Discussion:  The wave season financial performance was considerably better than expected, and at this point 

we’re 100 launches lower than the same time in 2019, putting us in good shape. 

Electric Vehicle charging grant 

We have been granted up to £10,000 from Aberdeenshire Council’s Discretionary Business Fund to install four 

electric vehicle charging points (two posts). The money is to be spent before March 2022. Aberdeenshire 

Council have confirmed that planning permission is not needed to install the equipment. 

Discussion:  The estate has confirmed we can install them.  Discussion with electrician to progress installation 

is planned.  It was confirmed that the charging points will be open to the public.  That being the case, we 

need to manage the increased risks of people crossing the runways etc, even though the charging points will 

be in the carpark.  The idea of traffic lights was rejected, as people will come to rely on them and they are not 

fool-proof. 

Cash flow and budget prediction. 

We continue to do better than predicted, because: 

£6,000 Covid grant in May (the £10,000 EV charging grant is not included in the plot below). 

We sold considerably more trial flights than predicted (similar to 2019). 

The wave season was busier than predicted. 

Staffing costs (tug pilots, summer instructor) were less than predicted. 

We have done more flying (launches) than predicted (similar to 2019). 



Discussion:  We have to buy more fuel, at considerable cost (c. £18K) that will dent the cash-flow.  Use of the 

Pawnee for tugging for the foreseeable future will also add to costs.   



5.0 Membership and Publicity Report 

Membership 

 

Discussion:  Steve Kentish has flown, and was very good.   

The waiting list is probably not as long as it looks, most probably won’t follow through.  The question was 

asked whether we may have retained them as members if they’d flown immediately.  While we cannot tell, it 

was concluded the waiting list was the right thing to do to be fair to existing members.   



 

Discussion:  Development Conference, Membership,  

Key points/positives: 

• Learn to Fly schemes are widely used and popular 

• Online booking is good 

• Morning check-flights are good 

• Evening flying is good 

Things we should consider: 

• One day courses with two students – its good for students and instructors 

• 5 Day courses – primarily for early students, with low student/instructor ratio.  E.g. Booker – allow 1 

day, 2 day and 5 day mid-week block-bookings with a full time instructor.  That would be possible for 

us with a full time instructor and volunteers supporting. 

• Colin Sword has suggested using BI’s to run one day courses.  While that sounds attractive, the 

limitations imposed on BI’s training pilots are significant (nothing beyond primary effects of controls) 

and it was felt the early lessons in co-ordination are critical to future success.  The general feeling was 

this was not a good idea, but David to find out what was being suggested. 

Common Problems: 

• Low conversion rate of trail flights to members 

• People on waiting lists disappearing, not following through. 

 

 



Actions: 

• Organise/allow 1 and 5 day courses.        TBC 

• Replace assistant duty pilot role with a “Log Keeper” role.  Gives a tangible role for new members, 

allows them to get to know people, the log-keeper will still absorb key lessons.   

         Ewan, Mark to communicate? 

• Ask members what they’d like to do and/or give them clear jobs or roles so they can get involved.  

Use the Jobs list to do that.         Richard? 

• Put all solo pilots on the duty pilot rota, and make it mandatory if they are not contributing in another 

way.         Ewan, Mark to communicate? 

• Talk to Colin S to find out what he was suggesting with BI’s on 1 day courses.   David 

 

6.0 Technical Officer/Tugmaster Report  

Technical Officer 

Gliders 

The Perkoz, LS4 and Discus are serviceable. The Puchacz is unserviceable. The Junior remains out of service. 

The Puchacz tail wheel and upper fin, rudder, hinge frame were damaged after a landing accident. A new 

frame and wheel have been sourced and in the post from Poland. The aircraft is undergoing Annual 

Maintenance in parallel with the repair.  

Discussion:  Maintenance is near complete, ICY should be fixed soon. 

The Junior maintenance has been allowed to lapse and remains on Ground Risks Insurance. 

 The Junior remains advertised for sale.  

The second Perkoz delivery will be delayed into 2022. Allstar PZL have indicated that they will build a 

completely new aircraft which complies with the technical specification.  

Tugs 

KH has had a major failure of the fuselage space frame. The damage would appear to be as a result of fatigue 

in a tubular cluster weld. The problem came to light after the LAA issued a bulletin high lighting a failure on 

another aircraft. Inspection revealed the very same failure mode on our aircraft. Mark Recht is liaising with the 

Manufacturers and the LAA to determine the way forward and develop a repair scheme. The fix may take 

several months to achieve. Refer to Mark Recht’s report. 

Discussion:  The damage is considered repairable, but we need to make sure that the repair resolves the issue 

so it doesn’t re-occur in future.  Aeropro, the manufacturer’s response has been “It’s an uncommon failure, 

just weld it back up” but the LAA are likely to require a repair scheme to be approved.  It’s hoped Aeropro will 

provide the repair scheme, but if not, we’ll have to develop one with the other affected club.  Regardless, the 

aircraft will be unserviceable for a long time, and will need a significant strip-down to repair.   



SD is serviceable.   

BJ is serviceable and has been put back on flying risks insurance as a backup to SD. 

Discussion:  SD annual is due end December.  We have the Robin as a stand-by if needed. 

Tugmaster 

Our thanks to Kieran, Alistair & Steve Wilkinson who performed towing duties during our very successful 

autumn wave season. Both Kieren and Alistair will remain on our tugging roster. 

Jordon Richards has now joined the tugging roster. He is an experienced glider and tug pilot.  

Discussion:  We need to find a tuggy for next summer. 

Airspace 

No News 

Other 

Aircraft Maintenance and Engineers Licences. I continue to await a response from the CAA with regard to 

Approval to sign off Pawnee aircraft maintenance. A second letter was sent requesting a status report which 

eventually brought a response. The CAA could not process my request as they did not have my Technical 

Licence. Given that they issued the Licence this request makes no sense. My Licence has now been posted to 

them! 

 

7.0 IT 

Dave Ellis has been changing our web host.  That is now complete. 

  



8.0 CFI 

(1)  Two instructors drop out due to lack of recency.        

a) Jordan Richards.  27/Nov.   

b) Glen  Douglas. 31/Dec 

Discussion:  Jordan isn’t flying much and will let his rating lapse due to lack of currency.  Glen is also not 

flying much and will also likely lapse. 

(2)  We require 2 instructors to be made up during next year. 

a) Alistair  Cunningham 

b) Iain Symon 

Discussion:  Dylan Boderll may also be interested. 

(3). Two 5 year refresher 

a) Geoff Palmer 

b) David Ellis 

Not completed by me due to coming to Portugal.  Needs to be organised when possible. 

Action:  David will complete next week (w/c 22nd November)     David 

 

9.0 Deputy CFI Report 

BGA are now allowing clubs to teach both IFP and BI ratings at their own clubs. I have spoken to one poten-

tial candidate for possible BI already.  That BGA are pushing this implies the BI rating wont be going away 

when its "SPL time"    

Discussion:  As the BGA will issue BI ratings, we have 2 candidates. 

Same for Assistant Category Instructors but in this case the examination is by an RE, not CFI. There are options 

for which parts of the course can be taught locally. IMHO All candidates benefit from going elsewhere to see 

how things are done elsewhere, and be reviewed by a fresh set of eyes.    

Discussion:  Recent instructor candidates all agreed with this opinion. 

Very successful Wave season with relatively few incidents.  

Keiren and Alistair completed their full time tasks with no reportable events, no power wires cut etc  

Accident to ICY resulted in cancelation/blocking of trial flights until 5 December, contacted each client. 

Post solo progress card amended with committee member input . Need to print/publish  



Multiple visitor briefings, inc welcome to new arrivals on Sundays.     

Acting as CFI while Graham is catching UVs until Xmas.   

First batch of OO tasks . Refused one claim since the pilot started the flight recorder after release-   

Review medical /fitness guidelines with Tim n Richard - sent for comment to committee 

Action: Align the wording on drugs with CAA restrictions (the draft would prohibit CAA approved prescription 

drugs).             David 

Action:  A review of the revised guidance by renewing members to be made part of membership renewals 

             Stephen 

Action:  Reiterate to instructors that if they don’t feel safe flying with someone, they don’t have to fly.  David 

Ad hoc ground school, and simulator  sessions - on days when WX too bad to fly  

Query from Eden Soaring .... 

Safety related tasks  

Acting as Safety officer while Brian was away    [See incident reports addendum to safety officer report] 

Interim Safety newsletter- we had quite a few incidents in a short period early in Wave season   

Plans  

Ground School 

Will be most Tuesdays, by Zoom, starting 23 November 

Full Cat day- discussion/ briefings and flights- WX permitting at Portmoak planned for December 2021. 4/5 or 11/12 

Instructor meeting to discuss lessons learned from all above- and care in supervision/authorisation of non 

SPL/Bronze +XC pilots, esp Juniors   

Push on Ground Training card signoffs- Gone quiet Should we make it a prerequisite for renewal, so people have 

all winter to get signed off ? 

Action:  hold a Zoom training for ground handling (on 7th December ?)     David 

Discuss within Grob group (as Syndicate Chairman) about proposals for revised relationship with the club, proposal 

received 9 November. Apologies for delay, needed a follow up discussion 

Discussion:  The club would want to avoid putting rates for members in the agreement with the group, as it re-

moves flexibility.  The Grob group will review. 

  



 

10.0 Secretary Report  

Parachutes 

• One reported U/S due to bent release pin.  Taken out of parachute cupboard.  Will contact Thomas sports 

for advice. 

• Re-packs to start shortly 

Bar 

• Completed Personal License training and received electronic copy of licence, which is now printed & 

displayed in the bar.  I’ve let Murdo know he’s off the hook. 

• Prepared server training – as far as I know only Roy actually read it through.  I need to provide a training 

record.  More trained servers required… 

• Submitted minor variation to inform licensing board that I’m Premises Manager.  Also updated 

“connected persons” as part of the same variation.   

• Circulated a reminder of the law governing our licence.  Shortly thereafter informed of a breach by a 

senior member (a trained server) who when challenged treated the person challenging him with 

“contemp”.  If I am to be manager, I am not willing to tolerate this kind of behaviour, as it puts me (and 

the rest of the committee) in breach of the law and exposed to hefty sanctions. 

• Change of opening times and use of outdoor area – no progress, chose to make the simple variation 

separately.  Noted also that our licenc doesn’t allow us to hold “functions” – so without an occaisaional 

licence, we shouldn’t be holding Xmas dinners in the club house.  Something else to update. 

Action:  Progress the variation to change the licence       Steve 

Tuck-shop 

• Dylan re-stocked, but some stocks were low.  Mark prepared a list of items for replacement.  I reviewed, as 

did Alistair Tong.  Alistair T then re-stocked the tuck shop and bar.   

• Plenty of stock available in store cupboards. 

Action:  Talk to Dylan – does he want to continue or to hand off responsibility for stock to Alistair Tong. 

                Steve 

 

11.0 Admin Officer Report 

• Bob has resumed his previous involvement in club admin (emails and telephone calls) with a small input 

from me when I’m at the clubhouse.  

• Mark and I have made a list of various jobs that need doing around the airfield and buildings. This list has 

been recently sent to Gordon, to ensure there is no overlap with his airfield/trailer role, and it will be sent 

to all members in due course for volunteers to lead/complete each task.  

Action:  Circulate list to members after receiving Gordons feedback.     Richard 



• Brian has now handed over caravans and motor vehicles to me. Hook up electric meter readings were 

taken last Friday.  

• Both Jimneys have had issues that have been/are being fixed. 

 

12.0 Chairman’s report 

1. Operations 

a. Weekend Wannafly instructional & trial flight slots created through end January & February re-

spectively. 

2. Fleet 

a. Eurofox 

i. 100hr inspection completed. Nosewheel suspension strut replaced after failure – reported 

to BGA & LAA. Nosewheel leg replaced as precaution (£800) following failure at Buckmin-

ster GC with similar number of tows 

ii. Mandatory inspection of fuselage undercarriage weldment required – Roy W to organise 

with Alan Middleton in my absence 

b. Perkoz II – Further discussions with Allstar’s CEO per message sent to committee. Verbal update to 

be given during committee meeting. 

Discussion:  Allstar have reviewed the reasons for the glider being over-weight and these will be recti-

fied.  We now expect the new glider available for the start of the ’22 full-time flying season. 

c. ICY – Spares ordered following tail-strike. 

d. Junior – no enquiries 

3. Miscellaneous 

a. Payment of landing fees in the Grob by students – modified agreement with syndicate drafted and 

sent to syndicate chairman for comment. 

b. Club members handbook – all inputs to new version received & final checking ongoing 

c. Wave season booking system operated well – Need to improve awareness of duty pilots on use to 

print pre-filled membership forms. Number of enhancements documented which Neil Shaw will 

work on 

d. No news on application to Border Force for Certificate of Agreement for Aboyne to allow direct ar-

rivals & departures from/ to EU 

e. Research and discussions on Directors and Officer’s Liability cover culminating in new policy with 

AXA.  

f. Arranged for Ali Tong to look after sweetie shop during wave season whilst Dylan unavailable, or-

dering from same sources as his Kinker shop. TBD if he will continue or Dylan will take back re-

sponsibility. 

g. Liaison with Murdo & SKR re bar licence – Murdo remains the license holder (after advising Aber-

deenshire council of his change of address) pending Steve’s completion of required training, ap-

plication for personal licence & advising council of change. Need to apply for change allowing 

consumption of drinks outside. 

h. Worked with Richard to identify jobs required around the airfield and created online spreadsheet 

to track 

i. Discussions on Country members joining as a way to gain access to club gliders as P1 in contra-

vention of current Club policy. Agreed policy that “non ab-initio pilots joining DGC as full or coun-



try members will only be allowed to fly club gliders as P1 in exceptional circumstances, after a sig-

nificant period of dual flying over an extended period, in varied conditions. Any exceptions to be 

formally signed off by CFI/ DCFI”. Instructor group advised. 

j. Various discussions on requirement for FL100 Notams – for now the procedure remains in place. 

Discovered clause in latest Wavebox LOA (which historically only allowed access to Scottish Upper 

Area (North) from FL240-FL270 and Scottish Upper Area (South) from FL240-Unlimited at week-

ends and English public holiday) allows for weekday access during one Spring and Autumn “Wave 

festival” – Needs to be investigated to understand procedure & requirements. May only be availa-

ble to gliders fitted with FLARM. 

k. Agreed return of Kieren as full-time instructor next year in principle. Will need tuggie with unre-

stricted right to work in UK 

l. Welded Red Jimny Panhard rod support bracket fabricated by Ewan Reid. Ordered head gasket 

repair liquid & anti-freeze for Blue Jimny, to be applied by Ewan. 

m. Attended first BGA Club development meeting 

n. EV charging – wrote to Estate for approval which was given 

 

13.0 Junior Development Report 

Discussion:  Iain chased up the BBC reporter about the feature on the club.  After Alistair pulled out of the 

feature, Hebe was considered as an alternative, but the BBC decided she didn’t meet their requirements.  

Charlie Tagg and Alistair have now both said they’d be willing to be involved. 

 

14.0 Any other business 

From Glen 

1/ wooden workshop becoming junk store, old pool table, old lights from maint hanger, another fuel pump 

(that means we now have two spare), the back room floor covered in junk and polystyrene. 

Action:  Tell Glen he can tidy it if he’s concerned.         Richard 

Action:  Ask neighbour if he would be interested in taking the pool table off our hands.  Steve 

2/ Again can I request on safety grounds that both tractor front tyres be replaced with tractor tyres.  The left 

hand tractor tyre is worn.  The right hand side road tyre has had a slow puncture since it was fitted. 

Action:  Ask Glen to sort out new tyres        Richard 

From SKR 

I’d like to organise an expedition down to England, specifically to enable some x-country flying in better 

thermal conditions with more land-out options.  First thoughts – Hus Bos, linked to one of the task weekends 

they are reportedly planning.  Depending on interest, take both single seaters, possibly a perkoz if we have 

two by then.  Initial feelers demonstrate there’s a real appetite, so I’m looking for committee support. 



Discussion: The proposal was supported.  If there are enough people to justify taking gliders, the club will 

support it.  Highland are already organising an expedition, with some DGC members involved. 

Action:  Contact Phil Penrose to find out HGC plans, so that we’re not running two parallel expeditions. 

             Steve 

 

16.0 Next Meeting 

Monday 17th Jan 2022, 19:00 


